For many years I said I had a field guide that covered the birds everywhere in the world, but Afghanistan. Over time I replaced many of these books with better, more modern versions. Yet I never added a volume on Afghanistan. Now there is a guide to this tumultuous area. Actually it covers six "stans": Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Afghanistan.
It follows the pattern of the string of recent excellent field guides from Princeton University Press. There are 25 modern bird guides and about 20 guides to other wildlife. This latest book is written by three (very brave?) expert ornithologists from Switzerland, and it is the first-ever field guide I have seen to this mystical area of steppe, semi-desert, and mountains. It covers 618 species, including all residents, migrants, races and vagrants, with most having a range map. (The promotional material says every species, but this is not so).
This book starts with a political map of the region followed by a geographical map and a biome map. Text and photographs give examples of the various habitats. While most of the region is rolling, dry plains and rugged, rocky mountains there is a tiny zone of subtropical forest. This allows some southern species, like drongos, White-throated Kingfisher, Oriental White-eye and Purple Sunbird to gain a toe hold in the region. There is also a small patch of boreal forest in northern Kyrgyzstan. In fact, a lot of the species listed just make it into the fringes of the area, bolstering the length of the list, but leave you wondering as to their true range. Many bird accounts end with status in the region unknown. These two points surely reflect the lower birding effort in this area. As a measure of this effort I could find six to ten times more trip reports on the Internet for popular destinations like Kenya or Peru than for Kyrgyzstan.
The book is organised in classical fashion with plates on the right pages and text with a range map on the left, with five species per page the book is not crowded and is well organized. The author's have paid particular attention in describing the key field marks. The descriptions of the difficult to separate species, like warblers, is very well done and will be useful in the field. The author's have made sure that they selected the appropriate sub-species for the region.
The range maps are well organised and useful. It is not clear to me why some species do not qualify for a range map. Red-necked Phalarope is "common and often numerous" does not have a map, yet many scarce birds (Marsh Tit, several flycatchers for example) do, with minuscule arrow pointing to one locality.
There are 13 artists and 11 of these illustrated Birds of India (Richard Grimmett and Carol and Tim Inskipp, Princeton University Press) and seven were used for Birds of East Asia (Mark Brazil, Princeton University Press). Not surprisingly some of the artwork of shared species is repeated in this book. The quality of this artwork is high and is quite consistent given the number of artists.
I have one serious issue with this guide. I cannot tell how abundant the bird is, and therefore how likely am I to see it. Selecting the Carrion Crow, surely a common bird, I see from the range map that it is widespread in the east of the region. Yet there is no mention of its abundance. At the other end of the scale the Siberian Crane is listed as very rare and does not have a range map or a note of where it is found. As the western population is this species is a few to none, I would have liked a lot more information on this bird's status. On a more practical level, if I make a summer visit to Lake Balkhash in Kazakhstan, how likely am I to see an Eastern Imperial Eagle or both Greater and Asian Short-toed Larks. Similarly the Little (Small) Pratincole is a summer breeding bird in Afghanistan, but there is no map and no text to enlighten me.
The authors should be congratulated for an inspiring effort. They have obviously scoured the references to make the text as accurate as possible. It is clear that the region is ripe for an invasion of borders who could bolster the often limited records. This book will make it easier to improve these needed inputs. So would anyone like to go on a search for an Afghan Snowfinchin Zabul Province (next to Kandahar)? ROY JOHN 2193 Emard Crescent, Ottawa, Ontario K1J 6K5
